Spot the Difference
Directions: Take a look
at this top image. What
makes it a good example
of a SAFE POOL?

In this bottom image, there
areseveral differences that
make it an UNSAFE POOL.
Can you find all the
differences?
Circle the changes or parts
that are missing.
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Pool Safety
Always remember to follow The ZAC Foundation’s A, B, C, & Ds of
water safety — ADULT supervision, BARRIERS around water, water
safety CLASSES, and avoiding DRAIN entrapment and using
DEVICES like Coast Guard approved lifejackets.
Family Activity: Since Zeke follows the A, B, C & Ds of water safety,
he knows to swim only in a SAFE POOL. Make this pool much safer
by drawing in the missing parts. You may want to add: a barrier, an
adult, a lifelong or lifejacket, and you! What else could you add to
make the pool a SAFE POOL?

Water Safety Coloring Pages
Directions: Color in each illustration about the A, B, C, &
Ds of water safety.

Water Safety Maze
To ensure that children stay safe in and around water, The ZAC
Foundation has created the A, B, C & Ds of Water Safety, which
emphasizes ADULT supervision, placing BARRIERS around
pools, taking swimming CLASSES, and avoiding DRAIN
entrapment and using DEVICES like Coast Guard-approved
lifejackets.
Directions: Since Zeke the Polar Bear knows A is for ADULT
supervision, help him find his family BEFORE he goes into the
water!

Water Safety Word Search
Directions: Find and circle the following words in
the word search. You may want to cross out words
you find as you go!
BARRIER
LAKE
POOL
CLASSES
LIFEGUARD
RIVER
COASTGUARD
LIFE JACKET
SWIMMING
FENCE
OCEAN
WATER SAFETY
FIRE DEPARTMENT
POLICE
ZEKE

